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Introduction
Over the past few decades, there have been a number of seismic shifts in technology.
Internet of Things (IoT), data analytics, and cloud computing are some examples that easily
come to mind. The fourth Industrial Revolution is transforming buildings into data-rich
environments.
Modern commercial construction projects, such as office buildings, shopping centres,
and residential developments, are starting to experience the technological revolution and
apply connected technologies to improve our day to day working lives. Examples include
the ability for employees to change the temperature in their area, book a meeting room or
parking space via an app on a smartphone. However, the construction industry is one of the
furthest behind in digitisation even though related spending accounts for 13% of the world’s
GDP.
It is well-known that most modern buildings already contain a vast amount of technology
behind the scenes to run individual systems such as HVAC, lighting, vertical transport
(elevators), audio visual, room booking, and many more. Most of the time, however, these
have very little inter-operation between them which means that although the systems are
complex in their own right, the next level cannot be leveraged.
NDY’s Digital Team is working with leading client’s around the World address this
interconnection of systems to deliver the smart buildings of the future, today.

Smart isn’t a product, it’s
a process of designing
buildings to invisibly
support occupants.

Innovation

Analytics

Our innovative team are continually
monitoring the technological evolution to
deliver the most flexible and leading-edge
solution.

Our experience in systems integration, data
analytics and cloud technologies allows us
to optimise & reduce energy and implement
machine learning & analytics.

Norman
Disney
& Young
Global Team

DIGITAL

Being a collaborative global team, we have
access to diverse knowledge that exists
within our organization putting us at the
forefront of technology.

NDY’s research extends past the traditional
engineered services to data that can add value
to our clients.

Engagement
Engagement with stakeholder technical
experts to focus on technology & create
synergy across platforms & project teams.
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Tailored Solution

What we do
Technology Audit & Digital Strategies
Technology should be considered as the
enabler to create specific outcomes and
user experiences. It is therefore important
to understand the problems to overcome,
outcomes required and future landscape to
allow us to create the first step towards a
digital strategy
• Digital Review
• Prospective Emerging Technologies
• Innovation Workshops
• Occupant Experience expectations
• Digital Vision
• Strategies and roadmaps to achieve
the Digital Vision

Our values,
purpose &
vision

Internet Of Things (IoT)

We are currently experiencing the
advancement from Building Automation
Systems (BAS) into the Building Internet
of Things (BIoT). The NDY Digital team are
always exploring and researching new and
innovative ways to create value from IoT data.
• Qualification Process
• Supplier Engagement
• Conversion Protocol
• Data Integration
• Cyber Security
• Cloud Integration
• Data Tagging

Building Automation

Energy Management

When designing a building automation
system, the options are almost limitless; open
protocol, closed protocol, DDC based etc.
With our in-house expertise, NDY can advise
our clients on which are the best available
options for their facility. We are well placed to
ensure an optimal balance between capital
cost, operational parameters, life expectancy,
ease of maintenance and energy efficiency.

We offer controls consultancy indepenent
from type and manufacture, and a proven
track record of achieving significant energy
reductions through control optimisation. We
can enable spaces to be better optimized
for usage and enable buildings to facilitate
more productivity for their occupants.

• Concept Design
• Detail Design
• Construction
• Commissioning

• Systems Review
• Life Cycle Analysis
• Remote Diagnostics
• Control Strategy Optimisation
• Commissioning Verification
• Systems Tuning
• Energy Reporting

Integrated Platform

NDY has a specialist team of engineers
experienced in systems integration, data
analytics and cloud technologies.
The Integrated Platform provides an
architecture that enables data collaboration
between various building systems.
• Collection and consolidation
• Analysis and reporting
• Collaboration with enterprise applications
• Bespoke presentation
• Display and interaction

Building Performance
Analytics & Tuning
Increased building performance can
be achieved with optimisation of the
building automation systems, ongoing
diagnostics and tuning is key to sustaining
the performance. With an independent
approach, NDY diagnose the operational
performance of the automation systems,
and push the typically found industry
standard boundaries to maximise the
performance of the building by:
• Diagnosis and reporting
• Implementation and verification
• Monitoring & tuning

Master System Integration (MSI)
The integration of building systems such as
BMS, Lighting Control, Security, Access and
Fire, has traditionally been problematic with
incompatibility issues and undefined lines of
demarcation of responsibility. NDY can bring
all the team knowledge to provide:
• Development of interface schedules for all
associated service providers
• Chair Integration workshops
• Coordination between integrated network
and different sub-systems
• Technical review of data integration
• Off Site and On Site Testing

Smart City
The objective is to enable what is best about
cities, direct human interaction, without
imposing the barriers that prevent people
from connecting and limit their access to the
city’s many resources. Technology can help
create complete communities that are highly
interactive and accessible to all, freeing
residents from the constraints imposed
by the heavy infrastructure and spatial
hierarchies of the last century. In that sense,
NDY’s mission is not to create a city of the
future at all. It is to create the future of cities.
• Strategic advisory
• Masterplanning
• Design and construction
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Our Global Team
NDY are on the leading edge of technology, with staff members frequently updating their
capabilities to reflect the developments in the space. NDY Digital operates as one team across
the globe, allowing us to support clients and companies 24 hours a day anywhere in the world.

London
Dublin

New Zealand

Australia

United Kingdom & Ireland

Adelaide
Brisbane
Gold Coast
Canberra

Auckland
Wellington

Melbourne
Perth
Sydney

Team Lead

Cameron Sandell

Damien has 14 years’ experience in the Smart
Buildings field ranging from small to large projects
and from commercial offices to airports. With
experience in Building Management, Lighting
Control, Air Quality and Metering Systems, and a
passion for Cloud Computing, Internet of Things
and innovation in general.

Having worked in Building Technologies since
1991, Cameron has been exposed to the
evolution of HVAC controls, through BMS and
now Smart open solutions. Now with a global role,
brings global and shares local innovation from
around the world to his collaborative global team.

Project Engineer

Senior Engineer

Senior Engineer

Senior Engineer

Philip Cotterill

Tom Michael

Matthew Taylor

Silvia Quaglia

Ciaran Kelly

Silvia is a Senior Engineer with a Master’s
Degree in Energy and Nuclear Engineering
and with extensive experience in Smart
Building, Internet of Things (IoT), Building
Management & Control Systems (BMCS)
and Energy Management Systems.

Ciaran holds an Honours Degree in
Building Services Engineering and has 10
years industry experience. Before joining
NDY, he worked with a BMS contractor
implementing and managing a wide range
of complex projects from laboratories to
data centres and more recently heading
up their Energy Management and
Analytics division.

Philip is a Project Engineer with 5
years’ experience in Electrical Building
Services, Controls Engineering,
Software Programming and IT Systems.
Before NDY he worked on a wide
variety of projects including data
centres, laboratories and safety critical
infrastructure.
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Global Lead

Damien Renaut
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Tom is a highly motivated smart buildings
engineer with experience in the design
and delivery of digitally innovative projects
ranging from corporate and residential
portfolios, to flagship retail locations. Tom
will work closely with you to understand
all aspirations and ultimately improve enduser experiences through well considered
and user-centric digital solutions.

Matthew is a Project Engineer working
primarily as a Mechanical Engineer with
multi-disciplinary experience across
Mechanical, Electrical, Public Health &
Digital Building designs on a variety of
projects.

Senior Engineer

The Bigger Picture
NDY is part of Tetra Tech’s High Performance Buildings Team. This allows NDY to leverage the knowledge and skills of team members across the world, including the highly regarded
Digital Buildings Teams from Cosentini and Glumac. This capacity offers a “fresh set of eyes” approach to any design opportunities, emerging technologies, or challenges that present
themselves.
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NDY Smart Building
Project experience
For more than sixty years NDY has provided
consulting engineering services on strategic
projects throughout Asia, Australia, Canada, Europe,
New Zealand and the UK.
These award-winning projects are testament to the quality of our
innovation, expertise and personnel. The following examples
of our experience are a snapshot of our ability to deliver world’s
best practice for master planning projects of all sizes.
To view a comprehensive outline of our project experience
visit our website www.ndy.com
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S2 Deepmind
London, UK
Client: Google Deepmind
Type: CAT B HQ Fitout
Size: 18,500 sqm
Date of completion: March 2020
Smart Building Services:
› Digital Workshops
› Master System Integrator Specification
› Interface Documents
› Direct Digital Control Specification included in the

Mechanical Service

NDY was appointed to begin work on the Deepmind
S2 fitout in December of 2016.
As the first action on the project, NDY immediately
completed a review of the base build services and
provisions and available design information. Quickly
understanding the requirements of Deepmind, this
enabled NDY to report back to the base build and
assist in any Tenant Request Modifications. Working
with the base build team it was possible to make the
S2 Building better suited for Deepmind.
To ensure absolute transparency, NDY also attended
numerous review workshops with the base build
team. This ensured that both design teams had a full
appreciation on the end user’s intent for all spaces.
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MBC2
Singapore, SG
Client: Google
Type: CAT A
Size: 20,000 sqm
Date of completion: March 2020
Smart Building Services:
› Digital Workshops
› Master System Integrator Specification
› Interface Documents

The SIN-MBC2 building is located across seven
floors in Mapletree Business City II, Block 80,
Singapore.
The Maple Tree Business City (MBC) is a Grade A
Integrated Business Hub completed in 2010 and it
has been certified with a LEED Gold Core & Shell
rating.
The project is focused across the fitout of 7 new
floors and will consist of a total of 20.0013741
sqm NDY was engaged by Google as DBC (Digital
Building Consultant) from the concept design to the
construction phase.
The design has to comply with Google Standard
for Digital Building Model 2, Smart Ready, IoT
Heavy. The goal was to deliver services and spaces
that enable Google to thrive through integrated
technology solutions that are scalable across their
portfolio and enable flexible uses of their built
environment.
NDY has designed an infrastructure that provides
flexibility with the services technologies architecture,
open data accessibility, and functional interoperability
with the base building systems to facilitate future
data manipulation if required.
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Bolands Quay
Dublin, Ireland
Client: Google
Type: CAT B Commercial
Size: 27,900 sqm
Date of completion: August 2020
Smart Building Services:
› Digital Workshops
› Master System Integrator Specification
› Interface Documents

Google continues to grow into Dublin and is taking
ownership of the Bolands Quay site with fitout of the
new Towers 1 and 2.
The Bolands Quay towers are being provided as
shell & core office ready for Google’s fitout works
to begin. The building is certified with a LEED Gold
Shell & Core rating.
The project will cover all levels, with both the addition
of new systems and the modification of existing
systems to suit Google’s requirements. The current
condition of the site is shell & core with services
required to be added onto the floor plates as part of
the fitout works.
The works include a swing space which must be
completed early within the programme allow an initial
reduced occupation of the Bolands Quay.
NDY has also been asked to incorporate a model 1
IOT Heavy design to the BMS system to allow for all
tenant equipment can be pushed up into the Google
Corporate Network.
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Barangaroo
Sydney, NSW
Client: Lendlease Project Management &
Construction
Type: New Build Commercial
Size: 3 Towers
Date of completion: 2016
Smart Building Services:
› Digital Workshops
› Direct Digital Control Specification
› Integrated Platform Specification

NDY was appointed as the Lead Services Consultant
for International Towers Sydney with specific design
responsibility for Mechanical Services, Electrical
Services, Security Services, Communications
Services, Smart Building and Control Systems
Services and the Building Information Model (BIM).
NDY worked closely with world-renown Architects
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners and LendLease’s
design team to integrate the original development
concepts into the building form, helping to achieve
the sustainability targets.
NDY’s design incorporated an active and passive
chilled beam solution coupled with 100% fresh air,
non-recirculatory supply air systems.
In another first, the building monitoring and control
system will communicate over the building’s
Integrated Communications Network (ICN) along
with other services communications systems.
Detailed and sophisticated modelling and analysis
of numerous lighting solutions led to the adoption of
LED luminaires for all commercial office areas and
some of the first buildings of this size to adopt this
technology.
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60 Martin Place
Sydney, NSW
Client: Investa Property Group
Type: New Build Commercial
Size: 41,000 sqm
Date of completion: 2019
Smart Building Services:
› Digital Workshops
› Direct Digital Control Specification
› Integrated Platform Specification

60 Martin Place is a PCA Premium Grade
commercial development positioned in a prime
location within the Sydney CBD. The development
comprises of 41,000 sqm of net lettable office and
retail space, public function and civic spaces, end of
trip facilities and rooftop entertainment spaces.
NDY was engaged to provide a 75% Design &
Construct (D&C) deliverable and ongoing peer review
responsibility throughout the design finalisation and
construction phases, for Mechanical, Electrical,
Communications, Security, Vertical Transportation
and Smart Building services. Sustainability, flexibility
and quality are a key focus in the design and vision
of this development, offering enhanced benefits to
tenants and public users alike.
The building is targeting a 6 star Green Star and 5
star NABERS Energy ratings.
Some of the innovative solutions NDY were involved
in implementing include a centralised building wide
Integrated Systems Platform (ISP), a non-traditional
linear lighting and integrated ceiling solution and
a cogeneration plant to supplement power and
heating.
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The NDY Digital
Offering
The NDY Digital team draws on a wealth of knowledge from diverse skillsets to deliver a
solution tailored to the clients’ needs.
Our goal is to create a building that creates a seamless user experience using technology
and integration systems/data. This allows the building to mould to the occupant rather than
have the occupant comply with the building.
Constant research and market engagement allow us to remain at the forefront of
technology, enabling us to design for tomorrow and not just today.

BIM
Security

Comms

Norman
Disney
& Young

DIGITAL

Smart
Building

ICT
Audio
Visual
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The NDY Group
Offering
As consulting engineers, our purpose is making spaces work. We listen to the unique
requirements of each client, and tailor our services accordingly to every project.
Our collaborative approach to excellence and innovation are core values at NDY. We
consistently deliver best practice sustainable solutions to achieve our clients’ objectives.
Clients come to NDY because they want quality. We take ownership and provide clear
recommendations while consulting with the utmost integrity.
Most of all, clients come to us because we listen. We look forward to better understanding your
business and collaborating with you to achieve successful outcomes.

Our Services
› Acoustics

Our Digital Services
› ICT

› Asset
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Performance
Audio Visual
BIM
Commissioning
Management
Smart Buildings
Electrical
Fire Engineering
Fire Protection
Hydraulics

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Consultancy
Interiors
Mechanical
NDYLIGHT
Property
Consultancy
Security
Sustainability
Vertical
Transportation

› Audio Visual
› Automation &
›

›
›
›
›

Controls Systems
Building
Information
Modelling (BIM)
BIM Management
Communications
Systems
Cyber Security
Data Acquisition

› Digital

Engineering (DE)

› ICT Consultancy
› Security
› Systems

Integration

NDY Digital
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Join us on social media at
www.ndy.com/followus

Contact us
Australia

Canada

United Kingdom

Adelaide

Vancouver

London

P: +61 8 8290 6800
E: adelaide@ndy.com

P: +1 604 734 9338
E: vancouver@ndy.com

P: +44 20 7553 9494
E: london@ndy.com

Brisbane
P: +61 7 3120 6800
E: brisbane@ndy.com

Ireland

Canberra

Dublin

P: +61 2 6295 1788
E: canberra@ndy.com

P: +353 1 264 6995
E: dublin@ndy.com

London Ofﬁce Details
Address:
11th Floor, 1 Angel Court
London EC2R 7HJ
United Kingdom
Email:
london@ndy.com
Phone:
+44 20 7553 9494

Gold Coast
P: +61 7 5512 1235
E: goldcoast@ndy.com

New Zealand

Melbourne

Auckland

P: +61 3 9862 6800
E: melbourne@ndy.com

P: +64 9 307 6596
E: auckland@ndy.com

Perth

Wellington

P: +61 8 9281 6800
E: perth@ndy.com

P: +64 4 471 0151
E: wellington@ndy.com

Sydney
P: +61 2 9928 6800
E: sydney@ndy.com
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